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ABSTRACT 
The formation of complex hierarchical nanostructures has attracted a lot of attention from both the fundamental science and potential 
applications point of view. Spherulite structures with radial fibrillar branches have been found in various solids; however, their growth 
mechanisms remain poorly understood. Here, we report real time imaging of the formation of two-dimensional (2D) iron oxide spherulite 
nanostructures in a liquid cell using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). By tracking the growth trajectories, we show the characteristics 
of the reaction front and growth kinetics. Our observations reveal that the tip of a growing branch splits as the width exceeds certain sizes 
(5.5–8.5 nm). The radius of a spherulite nanostructure increases linearly with time at the early stage, transitioning to nonlinear growth at the 
later stage. Furthermore, a thin layer of solid is accumulated at the tip and nanoparticles from secondary nucleation also appear at the 
growing front which later develop into fibrillar branches. The spherulite nanostructure is polycrystalline with the co-existence of ferrihydrite 
and Fe3O4 through-out the growth. A growth model is further established, which provides rational explanations on the linear growth at the 
early stage and the nonlinearity at the later stage of growth.  
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1 Introduction 
Solid precipitation from a liquid precursor solution can produce 
nanostructures with various morphologies, such as nanocrystals 
with well-defined shapes, as well as dendrites and spherulites of 
complex hierarchical nanostructures. Spherulites are two- or 
three-dimensional (2D or 3D) branched solids with nearly spherical 
external shape but notable internal surfaces. In contrast to dendritic 
structures with fractal branches, spherulites have more densely 
packed fibrillar branches. During the formation of spherulites, the 
fibrillar branches grow predominantly in radial directions from a 
common center point. Spherulites have been found in a wide range 
of solids from metals and alloys [1] to polymers [2], oxides [3, 4], 
minerals [5, 6], liquid crystals [7–9] and various biological molecules 
[10]. Quenching of a liquid may also lead to spherulite formation 
[11–13]. The prevalence of spherulites has attracted significant 
interest in the study of their formation mechanisms.  

Previous studies have compared the growth of dendrites and 
spherulites, since a system may develop into either dendrite or 
spherulite morphology by varying the growth parameters only 
slightly [14, 15]. However, the growth mechanisms of spherulites 
are less explored than the dendrite growth with well-developed 
theories [16–28]. A number of phenomenological models and 

simulation [8, 9, 14, 29–31] have elucidated the physical requirements 
associated with spherulite formation. A set of factors have been 
identified to be critical to spherulite growth, for example, a high 
supercooling or oversaturation [14, 32], the occurrence of 
secondary nucleation at the growth front [33–37], and so on. To 
date, previous studies of spherulite growth have focused primarily 
on microscale phenomena, and a deeper understanding of spherulite 
formation is needed, particularly on the nanoscale.  

Here, we directly visualize the spherulite nanostructure formation 
with in situ liquid cell transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
The development of advanced liquid cell TEM has opened 
opportunities to address many scientific problems in broad areas of 
research ranging from materials science to chemistry and biology 
[38–41]. Liquid cell TEM offers unique advantages in allowing the 
direct observation of dynamic phenomena in liquids with atomic 
resolution and millisecond temporal resolution. With self-contained 
liquid cells, we previously directly studied one-dimensional 
nanocrystal growth by nanoparticle attachment [42, 43], the role 
of coalescence in nanocrystal growth [42], the dominant effects 
of ligand mobility on nanocrystal shape evolution [44], and the 
reversible giant deformation of semiconductor nanocrystals during 
superlattice transformations [45] and so on. With iron oxide as a 
model system, we have also studied the formation of nanodendrites 
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[46]. We found that the growth of nanodendrites is consistent with 
the theoretical predictions of dendrite morphology evolution, 
demonstrating that liquid cell TEM studies allow direct assessing 
classical dendrite theories at the nanoscale.  

In this work, liquid cell TEM is used to study the growth of 
spherulite nanostructures and the growth dynamics with an 
unprecedented level of detail. By imaging the growth of iron oxide 
spherulite nanostructures in real time, characteristics of the radial 
growth, tip splitting and the reaction front are obtained. Furthermore, 
a model based on the observed growth kinetics is also established, 
which helps to develop a quantitative understanding of the spherulite 
formation mechanisms. 

2  Experimental 
The growth solution was prepared by dissolving iron nitrate in    
a solvent mixture of oleylamine, oleic acid, and benzyl ether 
(4.5:4.5:1 in volume ratio). The precursor solution (150 mg/mL 
iron nitrate) was loaded into a liquid cell, which was sealed with 
epoxy before imaging (see details in the Electronic Supplementary 
Material (ESM)). The growth of iron oxide spherulite nanostructures 
was initiated by electron beam irradiation of the precursor solution. 
It is also noted that the liquid thickness varies from the initial liquid 
thickness (i.e., 100 nm as defined by the liquid cell spacer thickness) 
during in situ imaging [47] and the growth of spherulite nano-
structures has been captured regardless of the liquid thickness 
variations. 

FEI F20 ST Tecnai microscope equipped with a Gatan in situ 
direct detection camera (K2 IS) was used to record high resolution 
movies (Movies ESM1 and ESM3). A temporal resolution of 2.5 
milliseconds and ~ 2k × ~ 2k resolution were achieved. The electron 
beam current density of 4,000–8,000 e−/(Å2·s) was used. The K2 IS 
direct detection camera detects electrons in each pixel by directly 
exposing a thin CMOS image sensor to the electron beam, which is 
different from the traditional CCD cameras that use a scintillator to 
convert electrons to photons. The elimination of scintillator and the 
corresponding optical fibers has led to significant improvement in 
both sensitivity and resolution. The output image file was in binary 
format during recording, later extracted into DigitalMicrograph 
(DM) format. We also used 3010 JEOL TEM equipped with a Gatan 
Orius 833 camera to record movies at a rate of 10 frames per second 
(Movies ESM2, ESM4 and ESM5). An electron beam current density 
of 5–50 e−/(Å2·s) was maintained during growth. 

A FEI Titan at 200 kV with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(EDS) mapping ChemiSTEM capability was employed for elemental 
analysis. Prior to EDS mapping, the as-grown liquid cell samples 
were dried in an ambient environment for several days and then 
they were opened in order to collect X-ray signals. The images were 
acquired in scanning TEM (STEM) mode with a probe convergence 
semi-angle (α) of 10 mrad. The beam current of 0.3 nA and pixel 
dwell times between 50–100 μs were used. Each map was collected for 
no more than 60 s to minimize the electron beam radiation damage. 

3  Results and discussion 

3.1  Formation of spherulite nanostructures and tip splitting 

The growth of representative iron oxide spherulite nanostructures 
is shown in Fig. 1. Nanoparticles are formed at the beginning. 
When several nanoparticles are packed in close proximity, the 
subsequent radial growth of fibrillar branches from the nanoparticles 
leads to 2D spherulite nanostructure formation (spherulite I, as 
labeled in the third image of Fig. 1(a)). Similar radial growth of 
fibrillar branches is also observed from a single nanoparticle 
(spherulite II, as labeled in the third image of Fig. 1(a)). Each 
nanostructure maintains a nearly 2D circular shape during the  

 
Figure 1  Formation of iron oxide spherulite nanostructures from a molecular 
precursor solution. (a) Sequential images show the growth of two spherulite 
nanostructures. Spherulites I and II are highlighted in the third image (at 94.1 s). 
(b) Contour plots showing the development of fibrillar branches from nanoparticles 
at the initial stage (corresponding to those highlighted in (a)). (c) The number 
of branches with time for the three highlighted branches in (b) showing the tip 
splitting behavior. (d) For a selected branch, the width evolution of an individual 
branch with time. It shows the branch splits when it reaches an average of 5.8 nm. 

course of growth until two adjacent nanostructures meet (Fig. 1(a)). 
Thickness of 2D spherulite nanostructures is estimated to be 5–6 
nm based on the contrast as comparison to the nanoparticle 
counterpart. The predominant 2D growth mode features heterogeneous 
nucleation and growth on the SiNx membrane of a liquid cell. The 
radial 2D growth implies that spherulite nanostructures grow by 
consuming precursor at the reaction front. Similar spherulite 
growth behavior is observed in liquid cells with a different liquid 
thickness and under a different electron beam current density 
(Fig. S1 in the ESM and Movie ESM2). 

The development of fibrillar branches (as numbered in Fig. 1(a) 
at 43.3 s) during the spherulite nanostructure formation is 
highlighted in Fig. 1(b). Each branch experiences a series of tip 
splitting events. An initial nanoparticle develops into a number of 
branches as time elapses (Fig. 1(c)). The branches are densely 
packed and the spacing between the fibrillar branches is ~ 1 nm. 
The densely packed fibrillar branches suggest that the growth of 
each fibrillar branch is highly influenced by the neighboring 
branches by competing for precursor. As a branch grows wider than 
a certain value (i.e., an average of 5.8 nm), it splits into two (Fig. 1(d)). 
Trajectories of the development of each branch in a spherulite 
nanostructure are shown in Figs. S2 and S3 in the ESM. 

In previous studies of spherulites, the width of the fibrillar 
branches was proposed to be proportional to the diffusion length of 
impurities in the precursor solution [2]. In this work, the tip splits 
periodically as the width exceeds a certain value. After a tip splits 
into two, each develops into a branch growing in the similar 
direction (unless it encounters a nanoparticle from the secondary 
nucleation). The tip splitting is consistent with the classical tip 
splitting theory with respect to instabilities [19, 21, 22, 28, 46]. 
According to these models, a dendrite tip splits when the tip radius 
becomes larger than the shortest wavelength of morphological 
instability [21]. The tip widening and splitting have been observed 
in the growth of nanodendrites in a liquid cell previously [46]. Here, 
for direct comparison, we show that using a precursor solution with 
lower concentration (100 mg/mL) nanodendritic growth has been 
achieved (Movies ESM4 and ESM5, Figs. S4 and S5 in the ESM and 
also see previous studies [46]). These results are in agreement with 
the previous claim [32] that a high oversaturation is required for 
the spherulite formation. 
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3.2  Secondary nucleation and solid precipitation 

Nanoparticles from secondary nucleation are observed in front of 
the growing spherulite nanostructures (Fig. 2). Effects of the 
secondary nanoparticles on the evolution of spherulite nanostructures 
are highlighted in Fig. 2(a). The tip curvature changes from convex 
to concave to accommodate the nanoparticle (I & III). If the 
nanoparticle falls between the tips of two branches (II), the two 
branches bend to encapsulate the nanoparticle. In all cases, the 
nanoparticles develop into fibrillar branches at later stage, and 
become indistinguishable from other primary fibrillar branches in 
the spherulite nanostructures. Another prominent feature is that 
there is a layer of solid precipitation at the tip of spherulites during 
the 2D growth (Fig. 2(b)). The layer thickness increases with the 
growth of spherulite nanostructure (Fig. 2(c)). It appears that the 
solid precipitation layer is the same materials as the main spherulite 
nanostructure but thinner (more details are discussed in Fig. 4). 

3.3  The spherulite growth kinetics 

In order to quantify the spherulite growth kinetics, changes in the 
radius (R) of the spherulite with time (t) are plotted. As shown in 
Fig. 3 (also see Fig. S3 in the ESM), a linear relationship between R 
and t is obtained at early stage of growth (0–185 s). At later stage we 
observe a reduction in growth rate and the radius increases 
nonlinearity in time. Several factors may influence the growth rate 
of spherulite nanostructures. For example, the activation energy for 
the attachment of the precursor ions to the fibrillar branches should 
play a significant role. The precursor concentration (similar to 
overcooling in other scenarios [14]) and growth temperature are 
also important parameters. In addition, electron beam intensity,  

 
Figure 2  Reaction front of the spherulite nanostructures. (a) Nanoparticles 
from secondary nucleation at the reaction front develop into fibrillar branches 
of a spherulite nanostructure. (b) A layer of solid precipitates at the front of the 
spherulite nanostructure and it grows thicker with time. (c) The solid precipitate 
layer thickness evolution in (b) with time. 

 
Figure 3  Spherulite radius vs. time. Two spherulite nanostructures as highlighted 
in Fig.1(a) were measured: (a) spherulite I and (b) spherulite II. 

liquid thickness and other factors should also be considered. Based 
on our measurements as shown in Fig. 3 and previous studies [14, 
15], we describe the growth rate (G) relative to the activation 
energy (ΔE) and temperature (T) as the following 

Δ /
0e E kTG G -=                    (1) 

where G0 is a constant depending on the growth conditions and k 
Boltzmann’s constant. Equation (1) explains what we observed in 
the experiments very well. Since under certain growth conditions 
the activation energy and temperature are fixed, a constant growth 
rate can be achieved. This is consistent with the linear relationship 
(R~t) in the plots at the early stage of growth. 

At the later stage of growth, the growth rate decreases, which 
may result from various mechanisms. First, the precursor con-
centration at the reaction front is likely significantly reduced due to 
secondary nucleation and the solid precipitation at the reaction 
front as well as the growth of the primary spherulite nanostructure. 
The reduced precursor concentration may induce growth mode 
changes. For example, as the growth rate in the early stage is 
determined by the activation energy, it can be defined as the 
reaction-controlled growth (R~t; Eq. (1)). However, the nonlinear 
growth at the later stage (Fig. 3) can be fit to a R~t0.5 relationship, 
consistent with diffusion-controlled growth mechanisms (Figs. S6(a) 
and S6(b) in the ESM). Second, the decreased precursor concentration 
may result in changes of the term G0 in Eq. (1). G0 becomes a 
variable and it reduces gradually as the oversaturation reduces. 
Thus, the growth rate decreases as G0 reduces and various fits of the 
growth rates at the later stage of growth are shown in Figs. S6(c) 
and S6(d) in the ESM. Third, the precipitation layer at the tips of 
spherulite nanostructures may passivate the 2D growth. Although 
the precipitation layer is the same material, the thickness of the 
precipitation layer increases as the spherulites grow. Thus, it is 
possible that the activation energy for the growth of spherulites 
increases at the later stage, which may also reduce the growth rate. 
The onset of nonlinearity in the plots of radius vs. time correlates to 
a precipitated layer thickness of ~ 0.85 nm (in Fig. 2). The grow rate 
is close to zero at the end, which corresponds to the thickness of a 
secondary layer larger than 2.7 nm. 

3.4  Crystallization of the spherulite nanostructures 

The spherulite nanostructures are polycrystalline and each fibrillar 
branch appears to have a preferred crystal orientation. In Fig. 4(a), 
neighboring single crystalline branches or domains are highlighted 
in an image frame. The crystal orientation of each fibrillar branch 
changes during growth (Movie ESM3). It is noted that in certain 
image frames the secondary precipitation layer in front of the 
branches also shows crystal lattice fringes with similar orientation 
to the primary branches (Fig. 4(b)). Thus, the contrast differences 
between the solid layer and fibrillar branches suggest thickness 
variations. In Fig. 4(c), the predominant Fe3O4 phase is observed. 
We also found another crystalline phase, which is ascribed to 
ferrihydrite (Fe4.8HO8·4H2O). Characterization of additional spherulite 
nanostructures is shown in Fig. S7 in the ESM. Elemental mapping 
using EDS of the spherulites (after the growth) shows that iron 
mostly accumulates in the fibrillar branches while oxygen is found 
throughout the images (Fig. 4(d)) as oxygen is present in the solution 
residue as well. 

In order to trace the crystalline phase development during the 
spherulite growth, we identify the crystal phases through the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) of each high resolution image in Movie 
ESM3. The corresponding crystalline domains are highlighted on 
the original frame by imposing the inverse FFT image (colored) 
onto the original image. As shown in Fig. 5 (also see Movie ESM3), 
Fe3O4 (red) and ferrihydrite (blue) can be clearly identified. Due to the 
overlapping of some of α-Fe2O3 and ferrihydrite lattices (highlighted  
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Figure 4  Structural and chemical analysis of the spherulite nanostructure. (a) High 
resolution TEM images with the highlighted single crystalline domains. (b) High 
resolution TEM images show that the layer of solid precipitates at the tip is 
crystalline and shares the same crystal lattice orientation. (c) FFT pattern of the 
spherulite nanostructures at the later stage indicates they are polycrystalline. (d) High 
angle annular dark field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) image and the 
corresponding EDS maps showing the Fe and O elemental distribution in a 
spherulite nanostructure. As oxygen presents both in the spherulite nanostructure 
and in the residue solution, no distinct feature is observed in the O elemental map. 

 
Figure 5  Crystallization and structural evolution of spherulite nanostructures. 
(a) Sequential images with crystalline domains highlighted using different colors. 
Insets show the corresponding FFT patterns. (b) The evolution of lattice spacing 
measured from the FFT patterns in (a) with time. FFT patterns are the sum of 
the field of view. (c) magnetite (red) and ferrihydrite (blue) are clearly identified. 
The shared d-spacing (green) indicates the overlapping lattices of Fe2O3 and 
ferrihydrite phases. 

in green), the α-Fe2O3 phase cannot be identified conclusively. The 
ferrihydrite phase is present in some branches from the early stage 
and through-out the whole growth process. From the FFT patterns, 
we plot the d-spacing of each diffraction spot against time labeled 
with arrows in Fig. 5(b). And, the evolution of different phases during 
the growth of spherulite nanostructures is shown in Fig. 5(c). The 
co-existence of ferrihydrite and Fe3O4 is a prominent feature of 
the spherulite nanostructures. The growth of nanostructures with 
the co-existence of multiple phases can be valuable for various 
applications. 

In order to understand the structural stability of different phases 
of iron oxide, we have performed additional ex situ experiments. 

First, the amorphous structure of iron oxide is produced through fast 
growth of dendritic structures. The faster growth of nanodendrites 
is likely because the activation barrier for the ion attachment to the 
amorphous structure is much lower. The growth of amorphous 
nanodendrites is distinctly different from the polycrystalline 
spherulite formation. The nanodendritic growth is controlled by 
ion diffusion in the solution (Fig. S8 in the ESM). As reported in a 
previous study [46], the fast growth leads to more significant 
instabilities at the growing tip, resulting in more open, less compact 
structures (Fig. S2 in the ESM). We find that the amorphous iron 
oxide branches in nanodendrites can be converted into a crystalline 
structure under either electron beam irradiation or thermal heating 
[46]. As shown in Fig. S9 in the ESM, a mixture of Fe3O4 (magnetite) 
and ferrihydrite has been achieved under mild heating of an 
amorphous iron oxide, i.e., 40 °C for about 10–20 days. With further 
heating of the structure, a pure Fe3O4 phase is obtained. From the 
above in situ and ex situ experiments, we conclude that Fe3O4 phase 
is the more stable phase. The crystallization of Fe3O4 may be 
achieved through two possible pathways: (1) ferrihydrite as the 
intermediates; (2) direct formation of magnetite. The transformation 
of amorphous iron oxide to magnetite has been noted previously 
in the study of iron oxide nanoparticles [48]. Previous reports 
have also shown that ferrihydrite transforms into magnetite by 
dehydration and structural rearrangement in presence of excess 
iron [49–51]. 

4  Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have directly observed the polycrystalline iron 
oxide spherulite nanostructure formation with high spatial and 
temporal resolution using liquid cell TEM. Spherulite nanostructure 
shows a constant rate of growth at the early stage and the growth 
rate declines at the later stage. The characteristics of tip growth, 
the reaction front, and crystallization pathways are also obtained. 
We have further established a growth model to explain the growth 
kinetics. The fact that the spherulite nanostructures formed in a 
liquid cell exceedingly resemble the macroscopic spherulites in Ref. 
[52] suggests that there are common rules for such hierarchical 
nanostructure formation and that our in situ study with liquid cell 
TEM reveals the growth mechanisms. This work opens opportunities 
to explore the formation of many other hierarchical nanostructures. 
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